End of Meeting Minutes- 08/11/08

LeRoy- Thinking out into the future is good, but have we closed the barn door after the horse is out?

  Warren- Land Use is always in a state of flux.

Rob Pertzborn- Want vs. Logical Must = Planning

Cindy- Dutch protect ag. Land and we wanted to perpetuate that.

Dave Crawford- What do you mean by rural Character?

  Ams/Church Committee Responses:

  Manure on the roads          Open Views
  Community                    How it is now
  Open Space                   Agriculture

Walt Sales- sum up of needs for next meeting
  More discussion on items covered at meeting, re. definition of “rural character”
  Karl Vandermolen would like to stay in the core area
  Ron Slade- Why not expand core area more to the North?
  Dave Crawford- Wastewater lagoon may need relocation

Motion to adjourn made at 9:26 by Walt